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Mary-Good evening.  Our objectives for the presentation today is to give an update of the Blueprint for Maryland's Future, it's impact on Baltimore County Public Schools, and explain our timeline for developing the implementation plan for Baltimore County Public Schools.   



Goals of the Blueprint

To transform Maryland’s early 
childhood, primary and secondary 
education system to the levels of 
high performing systems around 

the world

Establish a career ladder system for 
educators composed of levels 
through which teachers may 

progress and gain certain authority, 
status, and compensation as they 

gain certain expertise

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mary-In 2016 – 2019 Dr. Kirwan was appointed the chair of a commission to study education in Maryland and to specifically to review and recommend any needed changes to update the current education funding formulas and make recommendations to enable Maryland’s preK-12 system to perform at the level of the best performing systems in the world.  We now have the Blueprint for Maryland’s Future in law.  The Blueprint has two primary goals.  The first goal is to transform Maryland’s early childhood, primary, and secondary education system to the levels of high performing systems around the world.  The second goal is to establish a career ladder system for educators composed of levels through which teachers may progress and gain certain authority, status, and compensation as they gain expertise in their field.



Blueprint Pillars

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mary-The Blueprint for Maryland’s Future ( Also known as the Blueprint) establishes in law the policies and accountability recommendations of the Commission on Innovation and Excellence in Education. The bill took effect July 1, 2020, and has five major policy areas:Early Childhood Education, High-quality and Diverse Teachers and Leaders, College and Career Readiness Pathways -including Career and Technical Education , More Resources to Ensure All Students are Successful, and Governance and Accountability



Strategic Plan Alignment

Click to add text

The Compass: Our Pathway to Excellence

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mary-Items in the Blueprint for Maryland's future align to the Strategic Plan, The Compass: Our Pathway to Excellence.  The areas of Learning, Accountability and Results aligns to the Early Childhood Education and the College and Career Pathways sections, High Performing Workforce and Alignment of Human Capital aligns to High Quality and Diverse Teachers and Leaders section, Safe and Supportive Environments and Community Engagement and Partnerships aligns to the More Resources to Ensure Students are Successful section , and Operational Excellence aligns to the Governance and Accountability section.  You will see in the next few slides more specific components of the Blueprint which align to each Focus Area of our strategic plan, The Compass: Our Pathway to Excellence.  



Blueprint Pillar Expectations

Early Childhood Education

• Expand publicly-funded full-day PreK for all 3 and 
4-year-olds

• High-quality early childhood education providers 
and educators

• Improve student readiness for kindergarten

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Jeffrey-On the next few slides, we will examine each of the 5 Pillars and the objectives, to provide an idea of the breadth of the Blueprint legislation. We will further share the planning and implementation that has taken place in BCPS. Under the leadership of Dr. Mary McComas, CAO, Dr. Melissa Whisted, supported by Mr. Tony Bazemore and yours truly, lead the implementation of the Blue Print for BCPS. Additionally, points of contact from varying divisions from across the school district, have been assigned to ensure the planning, implementation and deep engagement of their respective pillars. Inclusive of the Implementation Coordinators, our finance team, human resources and facility partners support all teams. To date, each smaller team have already provided reports on funding and other requirements to MSDE and the AIB.Beginning with Pillar 1, in Early Childhood-This pillar aims to significantly expand publicly-funded full-day PreK for all 4-year-olds and low-income 3-year-olds through a public-private delivery system, Increase number of high-quality early childhood education providers and educators, Expand supports for young children and their families, Fully fund the Maryland Infant and Toddlers Program, Improve student readiness for kindergarten.  



BCPS Pre- Implementation Plan

Early 
Childhood 
Education

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Jeffrey-In BCPS this Early Childhood POC is Dr. Whisted and Ms. Dingle. BCPS has rolled out full day prekindergarten in 3 schools during the 2022-2023 school year and is planning to add 18 schools for the 2023-2024 school year.  By 2025-2026 we will working to address accreditation requirements and expand private providers



Blueprint Pillar Expectations

High-Quality and Diverse 
Teachers and Leaders

• Improve educator compensation and 
working conditions

• Educator career ladder

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Jeffrey-Pillar 2 focus is on High Quality and Diverse Teachers and Leaders, it aims to increase rigor of educator licensure and prep programs, Improve educator compensation and working conditions, Institute new recruitment and professional development efforts to create a more diverse educator workforce, Establish new statewide educator career ladder to continually improve professional practice and student performance, Implement more comprehensive in-service educator training and professional development



BCPS Pre- Implementation Plan

High-quality 
and Diverse 

Teachers 
and Leaders

Presenter Notes
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Jeffrey-In BCPS this Pillars POCs are Leaders in Human Resources including our negotiator, manager of Staff Relations. The Team member has communicated to teachers who are Nationally Board Certified about the salary incentive, which includes $10,000 increase if teaching 60% of the time and an additional $7,000 if they teach in a Low Performing School, as identified by MSDE.  BCPS has leveraged Maryland Leads grant funds to support teachers in obtaining and maintaining National Board Certified status.  We must also negotiate the Career Ladder that ultimately has a starting teacher salary of $60,000 and includes an evaluation criteria for increases.  



Blueprint Pillar Expectations

College and Career Readiness
• Students to be college- and career-

ready (CCR) by the end of tenth grade

• Establish pathways for CCR and non-
CCR students in grades 11 and 12

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Jeffrey-Pillar 3 (College and Career Readiness) focuses on Implementing  PreK-12 curriculum for students to be college- and career-ready (CCR) by the end of tenth grade, Develop an aligned instructional system with resources and supports necessary to keep students on track to be CCR, Create a statewide framework for rigorous CTE programs and skills standards, Establish pathways for CCR and non-CCR students in grades 11 and 12



BCPS Pre- Implementation Plan

College and Career 
Readiness Pathways
• Inclusive of Career and 

Technical Education

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Jeffrey-In BCPS, the CCR section is led by Dr. Heather Wooldridge, Dr. Michael Grubbs, and Ms. Sherri Fisher ,Ms. Megan Shay and Dr. Whisted. While attending bi-weekly meetings with Implementation Coordinators from around the state, inclusive of Maryland Negotiators Service (MNS) convenings, we were proud to realize and share that BCPS is a leader in the state with Pillar 3. BCPS has paid for the first AP examination for all students who have registered, opened up access to CCBC for all students who meet the CCBC requirements to take any course in any semester, including books and fees, AND are offering salaries or compensation for transportation, to reimburse students for cost incurred for bus passes and other modes of transportation, in youth apprenticeship programs, as needed.  



Blueprint Pillar Expectations

More Resources for 
Students to be Successful

• Support for students and schools who 
need it most

• Concentration of Poverty grants

• Community supports to meet student 
behavioral health needs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Jeffrey-In Pillar 4 More Resources for Students to be Successful-  In this pillar the law aims to Provide more support for students and schools who need it most, specifically, additional supports for English learners, low-income, and special education students, Provide new Concentration of Poverty grants directly to eligible schools to support community schools and enhance wraparound services, Coordinate community supports to meet student behavioral health needs and provide technical assistance to school systems



BCPS Pre- Implementation Plan

More Resources to 
Ensure All 

Students are 
Successful

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Jeffrey-In BCPS the points of contact are Ms. Michele Stansbury and staff from Dr. Ferguson along with Allison Myers and Dr. Erin Sullivan along Ms. Jennifer Hernandez. In this section BCPS continues to support and explore community school expansion.  We currently have 38 community schools in BCPS who leverage Concentration of Poverty funds to improve student achievement in addition to support needs of the community.  We are required to coordinate community supports to meet student behavioral health needs.  There will also be specific funding formulas applied to students who qualify for special education services and those identified as English Learners.  



Blueprint Pillar Expectations

Governance and Accountability
• Accountability and Implementation 

Board (AIB)

• Develop state and local Blueprint 
implementation plans

• Expert review teams

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Jeffrey-Pillar 5 Governance and Accountability- the legislation requires the establishment of the Accountability and Implementation Board to oversee and monitor state and local agencies’ progress in implementing Blueprint policies, Develop state and local Blueprint implementation plans, Create expert review teams to visit schools and make recommendations for improving student achievement, Require school systems to demonstrate that at least 75% of per-student formula funding follows students to their schools



BCPS Pre- Implementation Plan

Governance and 
Accountability

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Jeffrey-Finally, in the Governance and Accountability Section, the AIB has been established and composed Expert Review Teams, which will be visiting schools in the spring of 2023 to ensure that the Blueprint for Maryland’s Future is being implemented as dictated by the legislation.  They also will be monitoring the implementation of the Blueprint for Maryland's Future, but requiring MSDE to review each Local Education Agencies plan, and ensuring that 75% of the funding formulas provided follow students at their specific school.  In  addition, in BCPS we are accountable to you and our community. Therefore Dr. Whisted and I have presented to various community and stakeholder groups in small and large groups, many of which Dr. Whisted will share later in this presentation. At this time I will turn this part of the presentation over to Dr. Whisted. Next slide please.



Timeline for 2022-2023 Action Items

Due Date Action

January 1, 2023 LEAs submit summer school implementation plan
LEAs report how FY22 COVID funds were spent for trauma and behavioral health issues

Early 2023 Continued collaboration with BOE and local county government prior to finalizing and 
submitting local implementation plan proposals

March 15, 2023 LEAs develop and submit local implementation plans to MSDE and AIB

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Melissa- Many reports have already been submitted for the 2022-2023 school year to include:On July 1, 2022 PreK slots provided by eligible private providers account for at least 30% of the total PreK slots, Tier 1  (new threshold) for full day children 3 or 4 years old may be enrolled, LEAs to establish MOU with each eligible private provider, Eligible NBC teachers shall receive $10,000 salary increase, and LEAs submit hiring report findings and proposed changesOn Sep. 1, 2022 LEAs submit 9th grade tracker report to measure each student’s progress toward graduating on time On Oct. 10, 2022 Window for LEAs to administer statewide kindergarten readiness assessment to all incoming kindergarten students closesNov. 1, 2022 LEAs submit report on plans to enhance and expand behavioral health servicesNov. 15, 2022 LEAs submit report on technology spending and percentage of students/staff with adequate access to devices/connectivityDec. 1, 2022 AIB to issue final comprehensive implementation plan,  LEAs submit disaggregated data by eligible public and private PreK provider, All staff in direct contact with students must complete annual behavioral and trauma training, and LEAs must submit report on use of federal and state fundingThe remaining reports are listed for you to include:Jan. 1, 2023	LEAs submit summer school implementation plan and LEAs report how FY22 COVID funds were spent for trauma 	and behavioral health issuesEarly 2023	Continued collaboration with BOE and local county government prior to finalizing & submitting local implementation plan proposalsMar. 15, 2023	LEAs develop and submit local implementation plans to MSDE and AIB



Implementation Plan

Should be aligned with 
the Blueprint 

Comprehensive Plan

Should be actionable 
and concise

Should cover 
implementation across 

all pillars

Will require State and 
local agencies/entities 
to consider how they 

can do things differently

Is sequential and works 
together across the five 

pillars to achieve the 
Blueprint’s expected 

outcomes

Presenter Notes
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Melissa-Implementation plans should be aligned with the Blueprint Comprehensive Plan, they should be actionable and concise.  Implementation Plans should cover implementation across all pillars and will require State and local agencies/entities to consider how they can do things differently.  The timing for implementation strategies is sequential and work together across the five pillars to achieve the Blueprint’s expected outcomes.



Implementation Planning

Implementation 
Planning Team

Stakeholder 
Feedback Sessions

Narrative 
responses, data 

charts, linked 
artifacts

Posting of Plan

Criteria of Success

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Melissa -The implementation plan is a template provided by MSDE and the AIB for LEAs to complete.  A smaller implementation planning team has been established to draft the plan submission documents.  A larger stakeholder group has been created to solicit feedback on the pillars of the Blueprint and activities that BCPS has engaged in to make it come to life in our schools for our students and families.  Additional small group sessions with BOE advisory committees and our re-engagement planning group has occurred to solicit additional feedback on implementation activities.  These presentations have been made available on our website.  All of these sessions will form our responses to include in the template which include narrative responses, data charts, and opportunities to submit artifacts describing our implementation plan.  After presenting the plan to the superintendent and Board of Education for their review, it will be submitted to the AIB and MSDE for approval and posted publicly.  Finally, it will be 'graded' by each pillar activity and if our responses will 'meet the criteria", "partially meet the criteria", or 'does not meet the criteria'.  



Two Submissions

Report #1- School 
Years 2021-2024

Report #2- School 
Years 2024-2027

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
MelissaThink of the Blueprint for Maryland’s Future, like a true blueprint, when building a house.  The legislation offers the pillars, which are like pilings of a foundation and each LEA must determine the details of the house.  The Accountability and Implementation Board (AIB) is like the inspector, that ensure the house is strong and can sustain the weight of the contents.  It is our responsibility as the LEA to build a solid house and fill it with students, teachers, families, and community members, in order to make it a home.  There are two plans to be developed.  The first implementation plan, which will be submitted in March 2023 will cover the implementation that has occurred in school years 2021-2022, 2022-2023 and planned for 2023-2024.  The second plan will be submitted March 2024 for the remaining school years of 2024-2027 to  complete the completed house.  



BCPS Timeline for Plan Submission

November 3, 
2022 –

Stakeholder 
meeting

December 7, 
2022 – Re-

opening 
group input

February 2, 
2023 –

Stakeholder 
meeting

February 28, 
2023 –

Present final 
plan to Board 
of Education

March 15, 
2023-

Submission 
of BCPS plan 

to AIB

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Melissa- Since the designation from Dr. Williams to me as Blueprint coordinator, I have attended meetings with BCPS staff who work with the individual pillars, blueprint coordinators from LEAs, sessions with the Accountability and Implementation Board, and stakeholders within the community.  It has been a daily part of my work since the appointment in July 2021.  These meetings and collaboration opportunities have been critical to making the Blueprint for Maryland’s Future come to life for students, their families, and the staff in BCPS.  The next step is drafting the implementation plan for submission to the AIB.  Our coordinated efforts to draft and submit the first part of the implementation plan this school year include: November 3, 2022 – Stakeholder meeting December 7, 2022 – Re-opening group inputFebruary 2, 2023 – Stakeholder meeting February 28, 2023 – Present final plan to Board of Education March 15, 2023 – Submission of plan to AIB



Thank You

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
At this time, we are open to having a discussion and offering points of clarification for the information which was made available in this presentation.   We have been meeting with Blueprint coordinators from other LEAs, internal BCPS staff who are responsible for components of the plan, and stakeholders since the inception of the passing of this legislation.  The Blueprint for Maryland's Future has become a part of my daily work.  We will be returning in February with a summary of the final plan for review from the Board of Education and submission to the AIB and MSDE on March 15, 2023.   Thank you for your time.  
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